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i. Settings 
SS ... 

1.1 Tightening torques 

Designation 

Hexagon nut 

Hexagon nut 
Hexagon nut 
Hexagon nut 
Hexagon nut 

Fillister-head screw 
Fillister-head screw 

: Settinas 

Mecnanica] 
; oe aa 



Tightening torques 

Item No. Designation 

Hexagon nut 
Round nut 

Fillister-head screw] 5... 7 
Fillister-head screw] 5... 7 

80 
85 

Settings 
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Test step Test specifications 

aie BS) 
ate = 4000 fain RW ao Ot, so 

1.3. Settina for idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff 

up to and including FD 044 2.8...3.2 mm 
up to and including FD 045 2.6...2.7 mm of 

*RW means control-rod travel 

: Settings 
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Control-rod travel Loading characteristic Full-load speed regulation Full-load control-rod travel 
Injection pump speed Idle control-rod travel control-rod travel Low idle delivery 

Idle-speed auxiliary Full-load speed regulation High idle delivery 
Control-rod travel Spring fuel delivery Torque-control delivery 
measurement point Ungoverned stage Sliding-sleeve position Full-load delivery point 
Fuel-delivery Change-over point test point Maximum full-load delivery 
measurement point Maximum full-load Starting control-rod travel 

control-rod travel Starting fuel delivery 
Torque-control contr<:|-rod 
trave | 

2. Governor characteristics 

The points marked in the graph correspond to the test points of the respective test-specification sheet in the test-specifications 
microfiches for injection equipment. 

Governor characteristics | ;Governor characteristics 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... —___ Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 
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3. General information 

3.1 Item numbers 

Item numbers occurring in the text are identical with 
the item numbers in the service-parts list. 

3.2 Information on the test specifications 

In order to test the governor, it is necessary to have a 
test-specifications microfiche which should be placed in 
the second microfiche carrier of the reader. 

3.3 Information on fuel-delivery testing and adjustment 

@ Section A of the test-specification sheet 

For testing ana adjusting the governor it is assumed 
that the associated fuel-injection pump is in proper 
mechanical condition and that it has already been cor- 
rectly adjusted as regards the hydraulics (according to 
Section A of the test-specification sheet). 

e Section C of the test-specification sheet 

The difference in fuel delivery (scatter) given in 
Section A, Column 4 applies - converted to. 1000 stroke 
measurement - also to the full-load fuel-delivery 
scatter (Section C). 

“Teeneral information 
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3.4 Information on functional testing and adjustment 

e If the governor is only being checked for proper 
mecnanical condition without any prior repairs, it 
remains fully installed on the fuel-injection pump. 
The governor and the pump are then installed as a 
unit on the injection-pump test bench and are checked. 

If, on the other hand, the governor is being re- 
adjusted and tested after prior repairs, it is 
installed without closing cover on the injection pump 
which is already on the injection-pump test bench. 

| General information 
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4. Exploded view of RSF governor 

/Exploded view Exploded view 
|Mechanical governor RSF..M../0 420 021... Mechanical governor RSF..M../0 420 021... 
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Da ROOTS 

Designation 

Measuring tool 

Dial indicator 

Setting device 

Pin socket wrench 

Puller 

Pin socket wrench 

YTools 

Mechanical governor RSF. .M. 

1 688 130 042 

1-687 233.015 

0 681 440 006 

KDEP 2968 

KDEP 2886 

KDEP 2919 

Use - 

For measuring the 
control-rod travel 

For measuring the 
control-rod travel 

For setting the 
control-lever angle 

For setting the 
Spring retainer 
C17) 

For removing the 
flyweights (75) 

For remeving the 
flyweights (75) 

PU ACUOT iss 



Test set-up 

Designation Part No. 

Universal clamping bracket 
Clamping flange 
Coupling haif 
Fitting 
Calibrating nozzle-and-holder 
assembly 
Test pressure lines 6x2x500 mm 
Dial indicator | 
Meesuring tool 
Setting device 

‘Wrest set-up 

fMechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



7. Adjusting the governor 

Teh Preparing the governor 

Fit the governor cover (800) on the injection pump with 
the compound lever installed. Do not forget the gasket 
(78) between governor cover and pump. 
The closing cover of the governor is not installed. Fit 
the setting device 0 681 440 906 (arrow) to the control 
lever of the governor so that it is free of tension. 
Depending on the type of test bench, it may be necessary 
to install an auxiliary lever (control lever of ROQV 
governor) on the opposite side of the governor control 
lever. 

Preparations 
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i 
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In this case, fit the setting device 0 681 440 006 to 
this lever (arrow). 

The pointed pivot of the angle indicator must point to 
the centrepoint of the control-lever shaft. 
The swivel arm of the setting device is fastened free of 
tension to the control lever. 



Screw the adjusting screw (29)out of the governor 
cover to preliminary setting ~ 12 mm (distance from 
raised portion of stud to hexagon nut). 

Screw the adjusting screw (28) to preliminary setting x 
7 mm (distance from raised portion of stud to hexagon 
nut). Screw out the lock nut (50) as far as the 
retainer (visible at beginning of thread). 

Screw in the threaded sleeve (23) until it is flush 
with the hexagon nut (24). 

Screw the guide pin (25) to preliminary setting = 6 mm 
(distance from raised portion of stud to hexagon nut). 

Preparations 
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7.¢@ Measuring the control-rod travel 

Check whether control-rod travel "0" is equal to zero 
on the control-rod-travel measuring device. 
To do this, puli back the control rod to the shutoff 
end stop and check whether the pointer is at zero on 
the dial indicator (1) (1 687 233 015). 
If not, correct the dial-indicator indication by moving 
the dial indicator in the dial-indicator holder (2) 
(1 688 130 042). 

Bd Measuring the control-rod travel 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021.. 
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7.3 Adjusting the idle-speed stage 

At a speed of "OQ", use the control lever of the governor 
to set a cuntrol-rod travel of 13.4 mm. If a control- 
rod travel of 13.4 mm is not reached, correct at guide 
pin (25). Lock the control lever in this position. 

Drive the injection pump at a speed of n = 1000 min”! 
Loosen the hexagon nut of the spring retainer (torque- 
control retainer) using pin socket wrench KDEP 2968. 

Screw out the spring retainer until a control-rod travel 
of 1.9 - 2.0 mm is reached (picture). 

Adjusting the idle-speed stage 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021.. 



Tighten the hexagon nut of the spring retainer to 30... 
35° Nm (3.0 .023.5. kotm)s.* 
Then check that the controi-rod travel is 1.9...2.0 mm. 

| Adjusting the idle~speed stage 
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7.4 Setting the full-load control-rod travel and 
measuring the fuel delivery 

(Section B, Point and Section C, Point (3) 
in the test-specifications microfiche) 

Loosen the control lever and move it up against the full- 
load stop (head of hexagon-socket-head cap screw on side 
of governor control lever). 
Set the pointer of the setting device 0 681 440 006 to 
the control-lever anale in accordance with the test- 
specification sheet (Section B, Column 4). 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point (4) of the test-specification sheet. 

| B7 [Setting full-load cont.-rod travel/fuel del. 

| Mechanical governors RSF..M../9 420 021... 
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Set the control-rod travel using the guide pin (25). 

After the control-rod travel has been precisely set, 
tighten the hexagon nut (33) to 5...7 Nm (0.5...0.7 
kafm) and test the fuel delivery according to Section C, 

If the fuel delivery is not reached. correct it by 
changing the control-rod travel within the tolerance 
(Section B, Point 

Setting full-load cont.-rod travel’/fuel del. 

governors RSF,.f yMechanical Nee OCU Uli 



RW 
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Control-rod travel 
Injection pump speed itt 

7.5 Checking the torque-control characteristic 

(Section B, Points (3) and » as well as 
Section C, Points (7 and in the test- 
Specifications microfiche) 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point of the test-specification sheet and check 
the control-rod travel on the dial indicator. 

At the same speed, test the fuel delivery according to 
Section C, Point 

fTorque-control characteristic 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point 7) and check the control-rod travel on the dial 
indicator. 

At the same speed, test the fuel delivery according to 
Section C, Point 

In case of deviation from the specification, the spring 
retainer (17) (torque-control retainer) must be 
replaced. 
This makes it necessary to re-adjust the governor. 

[Torque-control characteristic 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 
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7.6 Setting the full-load speed regulation 

(Section B, Point in the test-specifications 
microfiche) 

Drive the jnjection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point (8) of the test-specification sheet. 
Loosen the hexagon nut (24). 
Screw out the threaded sleeve (23) (picture) until the 
Stated control-rod travel is reached. 

Tighten the hexagon nut (24) to 60...80 Nm (6.0...8.0 
kgfm). 

Setting the full-load speed regulation 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



B12 ICheck ing the high-iale speed 
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7.7 Checking the high-idle speed 

(Section C, Point in the test-specifications 
microfiche) 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Sectio 
C, Point of the test-specification sheet and 
measure the fuel delivery. The measured fuel delivery 
must be reached. 

If necessary, correct at the threaded sleeve (23). To 
do this, loosen the hexagon nut (24). 
When doing this, it is absolutely essential to cbserve 
the control-rod travel tolerance given in Section B, 

Point of the test-specification sheet. 

After a correction has been made, tighten the hexagon 
nut (24) to 60...80 Nm (6.0...3.0 kgfm). 



If the fuel delivery required according to Section C, 
Point 16 is not reached without exceeding the tolerance 
for the control-rod travel (Section B, Point (8) ), re- 
place the governor spring Item 19. 
In this case, re-adjust the governor. 

Tchecking the high-idle speed 
Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



RW = Control-rod travel 
n = Injection pump speed 

7.8 Checking the sliding-sleeve position 

(Section B, Point in the test-specifications 
microfiche) 

Drive the GB) ot th pump at the speed given in Section 
10 - B, Point of the test-specification sheet. 

The control-rod travel as per test-specification sheet 
must be reached. 

In case of deviations, check the settings of the idle- 
speed stage (setting: 1.9...2.0 mm at n = 1000 min?!) 
‘© ) the full-load speed reaqulation (Section B, Point 

Ve 

[Sl iding-sleeve position 
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If both these points are OK, replace the governor spring 
Item 19. 
Then re-adjust the governor. 

Sliding-sleeve position 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../9 420 021... 



Control-rod travel 
Injection pump speed 

rs) = 

wou 

7.9 Checking the control-rod travel when starting and 
measuring the starting fuel delivery 

(Section B, Point 42) and Section C, Point (23 
in the test-specifications microfiche) 

Move the control lever of the governor up against the 
full-load stop (head of hexagon-socket-head cap screw 
on side of governor control lever) and lock in this 
position. 
Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point of the test-specification sheet and check 
the control-rod travel on the dial indicator. 

Icont.-rod travel/fuel del. when starting 

#Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



At the same speed, check the quantity of fuel injected 
according to Section C, Point : 

In case of deviations, check the setting of the full- 
load control-rod travel (Section B, Point ) ands. 
necessary, check the control rod for freedom of movement 
(e.g. control rod sticking in inclined position). 

Fcont.-rod travel/fuel del. when Starting 
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(Test-specifications microfiche/2nd page of test- 
specification sheet) 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in the test- 
Specification sheet. 
Loosen the control lever. | 
After loosening the hexagon nut (33), screw in the 
adjusting screw (28) so that the control-rod travel 
accerding to the test specification is reached. 

The resulting deflection of the control lever must_lye 
within the specified tolerance (Section B, Point C1) ie 

asition of the.control levér at idle 

governors RSFs.M../0 420: 0272. Mechanical 



If necessary, correct the set control-rod travel (2nd 
page of test-specification sheet) within the permissible 
tolerance. 

Loosen the control lever and move to and fro. Lock the 
control lever in the idle position. The set control-rod 
travel must be reached again. If not, repeat adjustment. 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
C, Point (5) of the test-specification sheet and 
measure the fuel delivery. 

If the fuel delivery according to the test-specification 
Sheet is not reached, correct the control-rod travel 
within the permissible tolerance. If necessary, check 
the basic setting of the injection pump (Section A of 
the test-specification sheet). 

I Position of the control lever at idle 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 
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7.11 Setting the control-rod travel at idle and 
measuring the fuel delivery aie 

(Section B, Point (2) ; Section C, Point (15) 
in the test-specifications microfiche). 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point of the test-specification sheet. 
The control lever of the governor is up against the idle 
Stop. 

Loosen the hexagon nut (31). 
Screw in the adjusting screw (29) until the stated 
control-rod travel is reached. 

Setting the control-rod travel at idle 

Mechanical. governors RSF..M../0 420 021...) 



Loosen the control lever ana move to and fro. Lock the 

control lever in the idle position. The set control-rod 
travel must be reached again. If not, repeat adjustment. 
Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section C, 
Point (5) of the test-specification sheet and measure 
the fuel delivery. If the fuel delivery according to 
the test-specification sheet is not reached, correct the 
control-rod travel within the permissible tolerance. If 
necessary, check the basic setting of the injection pump. 

iSetting the control-rod travel at idle 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 0c]... 



7.12 Setting the idle-speed auxiliary spring 

(Section B, Point G) in the test-specifications 
microfiche). 

Drive the injection pump at the speed given in Section 
B, Point of the test-specification sheet. 
The control lever of the governor is up against the | 
idle stop. 
Screw the lock nut (50) toward the governor linkage 
until the resulting control-rod travel is exceeded by 
the amount according to the test-specification sheet 
(back page), i.e. the idle control-rod travel increases 
by this amount. | 
Loosen the control lever while inaintaining the set speed 
and move to and fro once. 
Re-lock the control lever in the idle position. 
The set control-rod travel must be reached again. 

Setting the idle-speed auxiliary sprin 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



7.13 Checking the loading characteristic 

(Section B, Point G) in the test-specifications 
microfiche) 

Drive the injection pump at the sneed given in Section 
By. Point qd) of the test-specification sheet. 

Check the control-rod travel on the dial indicator. 

In case of deviations from the set value, check the 

governor linkage for freedom of movement. If necessary, 
replace the leaf spring (34). 

Loading characteristic 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../9 420 021.. 



RW = Control-rod travel 

n = Injection pump speed 

7.14 Checking the idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff 

(2nd page of the test-specification sheet in the test- 
specifications microfiche) 

Lock the control lever of the governor at an angle of 
45° or 47° as stated in the test-specification sheet 
(back page). Uniformly increase the drive speed of the 
injection pump from "0" to the speed given in the test- 
Specification sheet. 

After the change-over point from the starting control- 
rod travel to the part-load control-rod travel (point a 
on the upper governor curve) no change in the control- 
rod travel is permitted. 

sidle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 



Deviations should be corrected at the adjusting screw 

(52) of the idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff. To do 
this, it is necessary to remove the governor cover (800). 

Sefore doing this, check the idle-speed auxiliary spring 
cutoff at the smaller control-lever angle (next Coordi- 
nates). 

} idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff 
nh any aw 

PMechanical governors RSFiwh.a OC 320 Gel, 



RW 
n 

W Control~-rod travel 

Injection pump speed I 

Lock the control lever of the governor at an angle of 
20° or 30° as stated in the test-specification sheet 
(back page). 

Within the speed range given in the test-specification 
sheet an ungoverned stage is not permissible, i.e. the 
control-rod travel must continuously change as the speed 
increases (point b). 

Deviations should be corrected at the adjusting screw 
(52) of the idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff. To do 
this, it is necessary to remove the governor cover. 

Idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff _ 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021 



7.14 Checking the setting of the idle-speed auxiliary 
Spring cutof 

Remove the-setting device 0 681 4490 006 from the control 
lever of the governor. 

Remove the fastening screws of the governor cover (800). 

Pull back the governor cover (800). 
Unhook the clamping spring (arrow) from the connection 
Stud of the fulcrum lever. Pull the fulcrum lever out 
of the control rod. 



iidle-speed aux. spring cutoff setting 

Mechanical governors RSH..M../0 420 021... 
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Remove the gevernor cover from the pump housing and 
clamp in a vice (use jaw covers). 

Bring the control lever of the governor into the idle 
position and lock in this position. 
Using a depth gauge, measure the distance from the 
governor cover (800) to the idle-speed auxiliary spring 
(arrow) (measuring point at end of spring). 
Make a note of dimension 1. 

Position the control lever of the governor up against 
the full-load stop and lock in this position. Measure 
the distance from the governor cover to the compressed 
idle-speed auxiliary spring. 
Make a note of dimension 2. 



Subtract dimension 1 from dimension 2. 

The difference between the two dimensions must corres- 

pond to the set value. Set value: 

Up to and including FD 044 = 2.8...3.2 mm 
(date of manufacture) 

As of FD (date of 045 = 2.6...2.7 mm 
manufacture) 

If necessary, correct the dimensions. 

sIdle-speed aux. spring cutoff setting 
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7.15 Correcting the idle-speed auxiliary spring cutoff 

@ Adjusting screw (52) with tab washer (51) 

Bend up the tab washer (51). 
Loosen the hexagon nut (33). 
Unscrew the adjusting screw (52) and remove tab washer 
(51). 

Degrease the adjusting screw (52) and hexagon nut (33) 
and coat thread with Loctite 601 (green). 
Fit the adjusting screw with hexagon nut. 

Bring the control lever of the governor into the idle 
position and lock in this position. 

Tcorrecting idle-speed aux. spring cutoff 
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Using a depth gauge, measure the distance from the 
governor cover (800) to the idle-speed auxiliary spring 
(measurement point: end of spring). 
Make a note of Dimension 1. 

Move the governor control lever so that it contacts the 
full-load stop. Huld it in this position. 

Measure the distance from the governor cover (8(CQ) to 
the fully compressed idle-speed auxiliary spring. 
Make a note of Dimension 2. 

[Correcting idle-speed aux. spring cutoff 
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Adjust adjusting screw (52) until the difference 
between dimensions 1 and 2 corresponds to the set value. 
Set value: 

Up to and including FD 044 = 2.8...3.2 mm 

As of FD O45: > 2 Oy ce7 “TM 



e Adjusting screw (52) without tab washer 

Loosen the hexagon nut (33). 

Unscrew the adjusting screw (52), if necessary applying 
counter-force at the hexagon nut (33). 

Degrease the new adjusting screw (52) with hexagon nut 
(33) before installing and coat thread with Loctite 601 
(green). 

Install the adjusting screw (52) with hexagon nut (33). 
Bring the control lever of the governor up against the 
idle stop and lock in this position. 

Correctine idle-speed aux. spring cutoff 
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Using a depth qauge, measure the distance from the 
governor cover (800) to the idle-speed auxiliary spring 
(measuring point at end of spring). 

Bring the control lever of the governor up against the 
full-load ston. 

Measure the distance from the governor cover (800) to | 
the compressed idle-speed auxiliary spring. Make a note | 
of dimension 2. | 

Adjust the adjusting screw (52) until the difference | 
between dimensions 1 and 2 corresponds to the set value. 
Set value: 

Up to and including FD 044 = 2.8...3.2 mm 
As of FD 045 2°2..67..42.7. mm 

ICorrecting jdle-speed aux. sprinc cutoff 
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Mounting the governor cover (800) 

Place a new gasket (78) on the governor cover. 
Hook the clamping spring (arrow) into the control rod. 
Bring the governor cover up against the bottom edge of 
the pump housing. Introduce the sliding sleeve into the 
flyweight part. Hook the fulcrum lever (14) into the 
control rod of the pump. Mount the fastening screws of 
the governor and tighten. 
Tightening torque: 5...7 Nm (5.0...7.0 kgfm) 

Fit setting device 0 681 440 006. 

After this operation, it is necessary to re-adjust the 
governor starting at Coordinate B 5. 

Correcting idle-speed aux. spring cutoff 

Mechanical governors RSF..M../0 420 021... 
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8. Mounting the vacuum-control valve 

Bring the connection web (arrow) of the vacuum valve 
into the centre position. 

Mounting the vacuum-control valve 
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Bring the control lever of the aovernor up against the 
full-load stop (Fia. 1). 

Mount the vacuum-control valve on the opposite side of 
the control lever. 

Screw in the fastening screws of the vacuum-control 
valve, but do not tighten. 

With the control lever in the full-load position, pivot 
the vacuum-control valve to the right until it can be 
felt to come up against a stop (Fig. 2). 

Tighten the fastenina screws of the vacuum-control 
valve. 

Mountin the vacuum-control vaive 

[Mechanical governors RoPeaMes/ 0. SCOOT sine 



9. Final operations 

Checking the operation of the shutoff box: 

At a vacuum of 0.5 bar (375 mmHg) the pneumatic shutoff 
device must pull the control rod to "0" control-rod 
travel. 
Replace the shutoff box if defective. 

Fit the closing cover (84) with gasket. 
Remove the control-rod-travel measuring device. 
Remove the setting device. 

Remove from the injection pump the test tools and test 
equipment necessary for adjustment and testino. 
Add the final parts to the injection pump. 

Remove the injection pump with governor and supply pump 
from the injection-pump test bench. 

Testing the injection-pump assembly for leaks: 

Ciose off all open threaded ports on the governor and 
pump housings using screw plugs. Screw the front end 

! of the seal-testing device KDEP 1045 onto the camshaft. 
Connect a compressed-air hose to the seal-testing 
device. 
Test the injection-pump assembly for leaks at 0.5 bar 
gauge pressure in an oi] bath. 
Unscrew the seal-testing device. 

. 

Apply a lead seal to the injection pump and governor. 4 \ 

Final operations 

Mechanical governors RSF..M. «/f0 420 O21 ax. 



After-sales Service 
Technical Bulletin z 

Onty for use with a the Bosch organization Mot to De communicated to any third party 

New Product 42 
Mechanical governor VDT-!-420/1 En 
0420021... - RSF..M.. 1.1979 

In new passenger cars from Mercedes-Benz, the 

familiar Bosch diesei fuel-inyection pump, size M. 

1S DeIng fitted with the newly developed RSF 

mechanical governor 

1. Governor designation 

RS F XXX/IKXXX M XX 

i: ime ex ae 

s) 

| \__.____________-| Mode! number 

| i Size letter, for fitting on 
i | 1 M-size fuel-injection pumps 

pl Maximum speed | 
i ba fale speed 

po Se —__—_—__—-——| Governor for vehicle applications 

——{ Helical compression spring 

ee J Mechanical governor 

2. Functional description 

The RSF mechanical governor is a mintmum- 
maxumum-speed governor 

This type of governor governs the !die and the 

maximum speed In the part-load range. the driver 

“governs” by means of the accelerator pedal 

Features 

All adjustments can easily be carried out from the 

governor-cover side 

Pneumatic shutoff controlled by the ignition lock 

The governor can be titted with add-on equipment 

for modification of its characteristic curve (altitude 

compensation. raanifold-pressure compensator. 

etc ) 

NES Raltyteree he myn dencms gl OF MLS ay 

al De ete Barn GROM DT Stuart Batam oo Barted ome Cetera Coole tema, 
cmpome 07 Begubiiue Federae J Alemagre ca Ape Bos 4 mon Bee) 

Technical Bulletin 

Mechanical Governors- RSF.24. 6/0 420. 021.4. 



Fig. 1 

OMOnNOMAOAR WH = 
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} fechnical 
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2.1 Sub-assemblies 

The Slyweight assembly (12) 1s directly secured to 
the camshaft 

When the flyweights pivot outwards (12) the sliding 
sleeve (11) 1s shifted in the axial direction 

The reverse transfer lever (6) and the guide tever 

(4) Can move and are connected by means of a pin 
to the siding sleeve (11) at the Point B 

The fuicrum lever (7) can turnin the full-load stop 

screw (9) and ts connected by a pin with the 
reverse transfes lever (6) 

The injection pump control rad 1s connectea 

through a strap with a cushroning spring to the 

fulcrum tever (7) 

The control lever 110) 1s cannected to the reverse 

transfer éver (6) through the linkage lever (19) 

The tensioning lever (15) ang the guide lever (4) 

Ptvol around the pivol pomt A 

The idle speed auxiliary spring (16) +5 rigidly fixed 
fo the tensioning lever (15) 

The idie-speed spring (17) 1s hooked into a strap of 

the control lever and 's supported on the guide 

lever (4) Bt 

The idie spring (17118 pretensioned by the adjusting 

screw (3) 
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2.2 Goverzing action during start and full load 

If the control lever (10) 1s pusied up against the 

full-load stop in the governor housing when the 

engine is switched off, the raverse transfer lever (6) 
pivots around the pivot pomt B and moves the 

fulcrum lever (7) in the Start direction 

In the full-load pusition o! the control lever (10) 
(“full throttle”). the idie-speed auxiliary spring (18) 

1s pushed away from the guide lever (4) by the 

idie-speed auxiliary spring shutoff (13) 

This facilitates a more rapid speed regulation out 

of the start pesition of the governor 

After completion of the idle stage. the sliding 

sieeve (11} contacts the spring retainer (8) This 

causes the injection pump control rod to move to 

the full-load position through the action of the 

reverse transfer lever (6) and the fulcrum lever (7) 

When a certain speed has been reached. the spring 

retainer (8) is compressed by a certain amount 

(torque control) 

Fig. 2 

If the engine speed continues to increase. the fly- 

weight force 1s Sufficient to overcome the governor a» Start 
spring .16) (full-load speed regulation) b = Stop 

c ° Idle stage 

Breakaway Is dependent upon the pretension of d = Torque control 

the governor spring (16) 

2.3 Governing action at idle 

The linkage lever (19) contacts the idie stop screw 

(5) 

With increasing speed. the sliding sleeve (11) passes 

through the id'e stage 

The guide lever (4) pivots around pivot point A and 

acts IN apposition to the idle spring (17) 

When a certain speed has been reached. the guide 

lever (4) contacts the adjusting screw of the idie- 

speed auxittary screw (18) 

The movement of the sliding sleeve (11) !s trans- 

mutteg, in the same sense of direction, to the 

injection- pump control lever through the reverse 

transter lever (6) and the fulcrum lever (7) 

After coinpletion of the idle stage. the sliding 

sleeve (t1) contacts the spring retainer (8) 

if the engine speed increases further for instance 

during overrun, then, above a certain speed the 

spring retainer 1s overcome and then the governor 

spnng a Start 

This moves the control rod to the stop position. 
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2.4 Governor stop-position 

The vacuum pump is switched on by the ignition 

lock and applies vacuum to the pneumatic shutoff 

box (1) 

This causes the diaphragm of the shutoff box to 

be pulled up against the torce of the compression 

spring 

The pneumatic shutoft box (1) is connected with 
the stop fever (20) 

This pivots around the pivot point DB and in doing so 
pulls the injection-pump control rod into the Stop 

position. The cushioning spring in the fulcrum lever 

IS Overcome in the process 

Using the clamping lever (21). the control lever can. 
ina similat manner. be pulled into the Stop position 

from outside the governor 
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